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In an era of spectacular thoroughbreds, Spectacular Bid was perhaps the most exalted
racehorse of them all. In 1979 he won the Kentucky Derby and the Preakness Stakes—and
transcended his sport on a run of twelve consecutive stakes victories—but his quest for the
Triple Crown was lost with a third-place finish in the Belmont Stakes due to a series of bizarre
events that have never been accurately reported.In The Fast Ride, Jack Gilden tells the story of
what really happened that day the Bid lost the biggest race of his life. Along the way, he
introduces the reader to a cast of characters from the gilded age of late twentieth-century horse
racing, from Bid’s owners, the renowned Meyerhoff family, to Grover “Buddy” Delp, the fast-
talking trainer, to teenage jockey Ronnie Franklin, whose meteoric rise to fame aboard
Spectacular Bid came at the cost of his innocence and well-being. Also present are four of the
era’s magnificent Latino riders, Ángel Cordero Jr., Jacinto Vasquez, Georgie Velasquez, and
Ruben Hernandez, who all felt the sting of rejection and bigotry during their long careers even as
they found their way and raised the level of competition to a feverish pitch.Underlying
Spectacular Bid’s saga was a thin line between hard work and excess, including substance
abuse, animal manipulation and doping, and race fixing. Hardly anyone in the horse’s circle
made it out unscathed or undamaged.The Fast Ride is the story of a great racehorse, unfulfilled
dreams, the exhilaration and steep price of striving at all costs, and an American era in which
getting everything you ever wanted could be the most empty and unfulfilling sensation of all.  

About the AuthorJack Gilden is a past winner of the Simon Rockower journalism award. He is
the author of Collision of Wills: Johnny Unitas, Don Shula, and the Rise of the Modern NFL
(Nebraska, 2018). He also consults for businesses about their messaging and teaches
journalism and composition at the college level. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.Review"Gilden takes the reader inside the stables and development of a jockey and a
race horse in a manner that shows both the beauty and the ugliness of this sport. This is a book
anyone interested in horse racing, especially during that era, must add to their bookshelf."—
Lance Smith, Guy Who Reviews Sports Books Published On: 2021-12-29“Jack Gilden’s superb
reporting turns the story of a great American racehorse into a riveting lesson about the
difference between perception and reality. Spectacular Bid and his wild cast of human
connections positively pulsate with energy.”—John Eisenberg, author of The League: How Five
Rivals Created the NFL and Launched a Sports Empire“Both haunting and harrowing—Jack’s
detailed account of Spectacular Bid’s unique history also serves as a fascinating snapshot of
American society and its complicated obsession with the sport of kings.”—Amy Lawrence, CBS
Sports Radio host“Jack Gilden has written a fascinating, never-before-told, and occasionally
lurid tale on the great racehorse Spectacular Bid. Meticulously reported and beautifully written,



it’s as behind-the-scenes, the-barns-and-the-jockeys’-room as any racing fan could ever hope
for, definitely a must-read for anyone who’s ever been off to the races, or not.”—Leonard
Shapiro, retired longtime reporter, columnist, and sports editor at the Washington Post --This
text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Rick Owens, “Compelling look inside horse racing, addiction around a legend of a horse, and
his jockey.. If you have a mind for horse racing, sports in general, parenting, Maryland legends,
tragedy, drama or just like to read, you have to read Jack Gilden 's latest book, 'The Fast Ride,
Specatular Bid and the Undoing of a Sure Thing'.We all know the accompishments of
Spectacular Bid, but most of us don't know the story of Ronnie Franklin, his jockey, many don't
know the backstory of his trainer, Buddy Delp, Bid's owners the Meyerhoff family, and the true
tragedy behind this combined cast of characters. Jack Gilden did some back breaking research
over years (many of us know first hand) to tell the Bid and Franklin's story in such a beautiful and
amazing way to weave you into their lives.This book was absolutely riveting, and if its not made
into a damn movie, I'll eat your hat. WELL DONE !! I can't wait to read the rest of your body of
work over the next decades. Just AMAZING!”

Robert M. Zoschke, “Gilden is now a Racing Writer for the Ages. It was thrilling to see The Wall
Street Journal's Spring Books Review include a brash and brazen and heart-tugging review of
this book. And it was thrilling to read that review. As thrilling to me, quite frankly, as those
indelible memories any old horseplayer has from their time at the track...the memories, few and
distant, from when "the game" and one's "involvement" in it were as clean and pure and
seemingly worthy of merit as the television broadcasters beckoned America to believe about
Bud Delp and the Racing World, back when Spectacular Bid was becoming Spectacular Bid
before America's Eyes. What America's Eyes did not see then, and what we are finally and
legitimately getting only a partial but necessary glimpse of now, is that the Racing World remains
tainted and unclean in certain barns. How timely and pertinent and necessary that Jack Gilden's
masterful work The Fast Ride comes along right before the first Kentucky Derby for which the
New Millennium's Bud Delp, Bob Baffert, is Banned...which all old horseplayers know is a much
deserved and long overdue ban. The Fast Ride proves Jack Gilden to be a gifted writer, a gifted
researcher, and buying a copy of this book immediately upon reading the WSJ review has been,
and will continue to be on the re-reading, a marvelous gift to myself. One hopes devout, or once-
devout horse racing "enthusiasts" won't be the only ones buying this book. But for those of us
who once upon a time latched onto, or still latch onto "the game" on a daily basis in mind and
spirit, this book is a mightily impactful reverie of truth that strikes at the core of human embers.”

jeffrey s sweren, “Untold Story and a Great Read. I don't usually read about horse racing. I
definitely don't do book reviews.I just finished The Fast Ride by Jack Gilden and I was surprised
to learn so much about my home town of Baltimore, the Preakness' namesake (a city in New
Jersey!) and a time that I remember, but not much more than a 9th grader would.The story
revolves around Spectacular Bid, a horse as great as Secretariat, the young, imperfect jockey,
Ronnie Franklin, and trainer Buddy Delp. It's a story of great athletic achievement, great hope



and abuse. Franklin's life was a roller coaster of great hope and addiction. Unknown until this
reporting, was the role that Delp and, to a lesser extent, Harry Myerhoff, the owner, played in the
young jockeys downfall.After an introduction of the parties, the story moves quickly through the
triple crown, Bid's Belmont loss and ensuing downfalls. I found myself unable to put the book
down once I hit the back stretch. Though the sad downfall was predictable, it was nonetheless
an emotional coda to once great promise gone.I was taken by the afterward describing the many
personal interviews that Jack did. It added unexpected context to the story.If you're a fan of
racing, a Baltimorean, or just a sports enthusiast, this book is worth your time.”

Gary Barnes, “What an unbelievable story and book!. I loved this book, and I am not even a big
fan of horse racing. Gilden has wonderfully reseached and beautifully written this account of the
untold story about Spectacular Bid. Being in high school at the time, I remembered the horse as
the one that fell short after Affirmed won the Triple Crown. But I never knew why. This book tells
you why, and it is a remarkable story that delves into the history of the time and the rich but
flawed characters behind the horse. If you love good history, you will love this book. If you have
only a passing interest in horse racing, you will be over the moon learning what life is like on the
back stretch... Buy this book!”

The book by Jack Gilden has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 24 people have provided feedback.
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